Lack of differential radiosensitization of hypoxic cells in a mouse tumor at low radiation doses per fraction by cisplatin.
Korbelik and Skov (Radiat. Res. 119, 145-156, 1989) have reported that cis-diamminedichloroplatinum (II) (cisplatin) shows substantial preferential radiosensitization of hypoxic cells in vitro at low radiation doses (1-4 Gy), and that the interaction seen with low doses of radiation is greatly diminished at high radiation doses. If such an interaction occurred with fractionated irradiation in vivo, it would be extremely important to radiation therapy, since the sensitizer enhancement ratios achievable in the low-dose region are higher than those achievable with current hypoxic cell radiosensitizers. We have tested this possibility in an experimental mouse tumor using fractionated irradiation under conditions in which the response of the tumor was determined by either its aerobic or its hypoxic cells. RIF-1 tumors were irradiated with 10 fractions of 1-4 Gy every 12 h with cisplatin given either as 12 mg/kg once before the first radiation dose or as 1.2 mg/kg at various times prior to each radiation dose. The tumors were irradiated with or without a clamp applied 2-3 min before each radiation dose. The effectiveness of the treatments was assayed by regrowth delay. Cisplatin caused a similar regrowth delay when used alone in both clamped and nonclamped tumors and produced a similar additive or supra-additive interaction when used with the 10 fractionated radiation schedule whether the tumors were hypoxic or aerobic. Our data suggest that cisplatin does not show any preferential radiosensitization of hypoxic cells with low-dose multifraction irradiation in this tumor, although a clear schedule-dependent interaction between the drug and radiation was seen for both aerobic and hypoxic tumors.